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locating the centre(s) of an icelandic avant-garde in the early twen-
tieth century century is not an easy endeavour. As the careers of the
visual artists jón stefánsson and finnur jónsson demonstrate, the
roots of the icelandic avant-garde are easier to trace to dresden, Ber-
lin, Paris and copenhagen than to Reykjavík, where an absence of
avant-garde activity characterised the art scene at that time. in a
country where the first art exhibition was held in 1900, society had
literally only just begun to offer possibilities for its few artists and
writers to practise at a professional level. in contrast to most euro-
pean countries, iceland’s lack of a tradition in the visual arts meant
that at the beginning of  the twentieth century its emergent artists
were engaged in the very founding of a culture, rather than in rebel-
ling against an existing one. Yet, this articulation of a tradition of
icelandic painting did not exclude the possibility of looking toward
the european isms as points of orientation, as the cultural debates
of the period bear witness to. however, the new aesthetic activities
were usually not embraced wholeheartedly, but rather appropriated
through a critical synthesis. icelandic interest in the avant-garde fo-
cused on its aesthetic methods and techniques rather than its modes
of aesthetic activism. halldór laxness’ retrospective remarks on his
early “surrealist” poetry provide a characteristic example of the do-
minant view of the vanguard artistic/literary movements and collec-
tive aesthetic programmes of the period. he claims that surrealism



“in its purest form was […] a kind of spiritus concentratus” which
could not be consumed “unmixed” but had become “such an impor-
tant element and vital condition of modern literature that those au-
thors and poets of our generation, who did not learn from everything
it offered as it appeared, could be declared dead” (1949: 142). this
view prevailed until at least the early 1950s, as can be seen from a
text by sigfús daðason from 1952. in “til varnar skáldskapnum”
(in defence of Poetry), one of the first icelandic attempts to elabo-
rate a new poetics based in part on the literary avant-garde (more
precisely, the surrealist poetry of  Paul éluard), the poet declares:
“surrealism in the strongest sense is in fact dead [...] but in another
sense it continues to live, just like expressionism, naturalism, realism,
romanticism, which have all become an element in the literature and
culture of the world. Isms hardly seem to present a danger to ice-
landic culture and in fact i believe it is a great benefit that it has been
so reluctant to form schools” (daðason 1952: 288-9).

due to iceland’s small and (in comparison to many other euro-
pean countries) underdeveloped aesthetic field, as well as its prevail-
ing critical response to the isms, studying, dwelling and working
abroad gave icelandic artists otherwise unavailable opportunities to
gather knowledge of new aesthetic trends and to work in a more pro-
gressive cultural environment. this not only applies to visual artists,
who later became directly linked to avant-garde movements in den-
mark, germany and france, but also to icelandic authors who were
trying to establish themselves as professional authors. faced with the
limited possibilities in their home country, many authors who came
to play important roles in the emergence of modern icelandic litera-
ture in the first decades of the twentieth century chose to leave their
home country and embark upon professional careers in a foreign
language. the best known case is the group of icelandic authors in
denmark who chose to write their texts in danish, among them
jóhann sigurjónsson, gunnar gunnarsson, guðmundur kamban
and (for a short period) halldór laxness. the growth of danish na-
tionalism and an increasing interest in icelandic culture as the cradle
of all things nordic turned out to be beneficial for the reception of
their work and led to successful careers for a period of  time (see
jóhannsson, 2001). other authors chose to write in norwegian or
even german, as in the case of kristmann guðmundsson and the
poet jóhann jónsson.0 the role of copenhagen as the cultural – and,
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until 1918, political – capital of iceland is also apparent in the con-
text of the visual arts. since iceland had no art academy or educa-
tional possibilities for visual artists, most icelandic artists went to
copenhagen. some of them stayed on in copenhagen after complet-
ing their studies, others used the city as a gateway to the cultural cen-
tres of  europe. copenhagen offered icelandic artists both formal
education and exposure to the newest currents originating from cities
such as Berlin and Paris. for some icelandic artists copenhagen pro-
vided an entrance into the transnational network of the avant-garde,
initially as passive observers and later as active participants. Among
the icelandic artists who participated in the avant-garde network in
the first quarter of the twentieth century, jón stefánsson and finnur
jónsson are the most interesting: stefánsson for his turn to Parisian
fauvism in the first decade of the century; jónsson for his participa-
tion in der sturm-related activities in dresden and Berlin. the ca-
reers of these two artists can, moreover, be seen as characteristic of
the nordic avant-garde’s turn from early expressionism (and cubism)
in the first two decades of the twentieth century toward a more radi-
cal, Berlin-based notion of  constructivism in the 1920s. Although
more pronounced in jónsson’s case, the early work of both artists is
characterised by a bold experimentalism rarely found in that of na-
tive contemporaries who had stayed in iceland, and even in the work
of those who chose to stay in copenhagen and were exposed to the
new “experimental” currents that had filtered through to the danish
art scene. stefánsson’s and jónsson’s links with avant-garde groups
and movements in Berlin, dresden, Paris, and copenhagen enabled
them to engage in a productive dialogue with the new art that would
have been impossible within the icelandic art scene.

                                                              
jón stefánsson: from Reykjavík to copenhagen and Paris
finnur jónsson’s involvement with der sturm, one of the key van-
guard organisations of the 1910s and 1920s, marks him out as the
first icelandic artist to participate in what is termed, according to
Peter Bürger, the “historical avant-garde”. jón stefánsson, on the
other hand, was probably the first icelandic artist to participate in
the historical network of isms we now tend to call ‘avant-garde’, al-
beit on the periphery of french fauvism. With matisse and dérain
as their main protagonists, Les fauveswere the Parisian art sensation
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between 1905 and 1910 (although soon to be overtaken by cubism).
news of their existence soon spread all over europe, where they were
noticed by other innovation-minded artists, not only in the cultural
centres of countries like germany – as in the case of the Neue Sezes-
sion, Die Brücke and Der blaue Reiter – but also in scandinavia. in
this period, Paris and Berlin served as the ‘secret capitals’ of modern
nordic art with an international ambition. in Paris, artists met each
other and received news about the newest aesthetic trends. stefáns-
son’s career can be seen as a characteristic case in this context. Born
in 1881, stefánsson later took up painting (in copenhagen) as a
member of what would become – from a german perspective – the
‘expressionist generation’. stefánsson’s formative training in the
danish capital took place at christian Zahrtmann’s art school along-
side michael Anker, one of the skagen painters. thus, his point of
departure may be described as lying between naturalism and impres-
sionism.

At Zahrtmann’s school, where he studied from 1905 until 1908,
stefánsson became acquainted with other nordic artists, including
the dane harald giersing and the norwegian henrik sørensen.
When stefánsson travelled to lillehammer in norway with sørensen
in 1908 in order to paint, he made the acquaintance of another nor-
wegian, jean heiberg, who introduced them to the work of matisse.
As a direct consequence of this encounter, stefánsson and sørensen
travelled on to Paris to continue their studies at the art school
founded and directed by matisse. in fact, they were part of a con-
siderable number of young nordic artists who journeyed to Paris in
search of fauvist inspiration. one could say that stefánsson entered
the european avant-garde at this point, albeit more as a spectator
than as a participant. stefánsson destroyed almost all of  his early
work, including his output from his years at the matisse school, and
he never exhibited any of  this work in Paris, copenhagen or else-
where. this naturally complicates attempts to form a clear view of
his early career. it has been argued that three surviving paintings date
from this early period from 1908 to 1916 (see ingólfsson, 1993).
these paintings display a close proximity to the work of matisse and
his nordic pupils, as well as an interest in occult symbolism rarely
found in his later work. if  the dating of these paintings is correct,
stefánsson’s style during these years evolved in a post-impressionist,
fauvist direction. stefánsson’s first participation in a collective exhi-
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bition did not come until 1919, at the Kunstnernes Efteraarsudstilling
(the Artists’ Autumn exhibition) in den frie Udstillingsbygning
(the independent exhibition Building) in copenhagen.

stefánsson left Paris in 1911, shortly before the closure of the ma-
tisse art school, and returned to iceland. in 1913 he moved back to
copenhagen, where he continued to work in the ‘new’ Parisian style
– a style that (in Paris at least) had now been superseded by a deve-
lopment towards increased abstraction, as in cubism and futurism.
in denmark, but also for example in the netherlands, Parisian de-
velopments were not copied immediately. in some respects the fauvist
leap was revolutionary enough for the nordic art community for its
impact to persist longer than it did in Paris. so while stefánsson’s
work was in no way cutting-edge compared to what was being pro-
duced contemporaneously in Paris or Berlin, it nevertheless belonged
to the danish fringe of the international avant-garde network. ste-
fánsson’s place in the danish avant-garde is indicated by his contri-
butions to the copenhagen-based publication Klingen (the Blade).
judging by the majority of its contributors and their contributions,
Klingen was a predominantly modern or ‘modernist’ magazine, pre-
senting, on the whole, rather moderate examples of  the ‘new art’.
Yet the journal also contained quite radical contributions, from both
foreign and ‘local’ artists, such as the poem “Berlin” by emil Bøn-
nelycke and an abstract work by the norwegian Alf  Rolfsen. the
work by stefánsson reproduced in Klingen can hardly be described
as belonging to the more ‘radical’ works in the journal. for a proper
understanding of Klingen, and of stefánsson’s contributions, it is im-
portant to note that the magazine is a quite typical product of the
situation in the field of the ‘new art’ in copenhagen during and after
the World War i. likewise, the mixed contents of Klingen can be seen
as symptomatic of the general situation in the cultural field in eu-
rope. many modernist reviews, such as the dutch Het Getij, provide
similar cases, presenting almost identical mixtures of avant-garde or
maybe modernist, but, nevertheless, rather conventional art and lite-
rature. A comparison of Klingen and Der Sturm reveals that the more
traditional contributions of  the two publications are far from dis-
similar. thus stefánsson’s contributions to Klingen appear less con-
servative than one might think, and it is certainly not a coincidence
that his work was exhibited in 1920 in georg kleis’ copenhagen
gallery, where a large sturm-exhibition, discussed in Klingen, had
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taken place two years earlier. stefánsson’s work, however, was not
shown in the context of Klingen or Der Sturm, but as part of a col-
lective exhibition entitled “fem islandske malere” (five icelandic
Painters), which gave a general survey of contemporary icelandic art,
including works by ásgrímur jónsson, guðmundur thorsteinsson
(muggur), kristín jónsdóttir and Þórarinn B. Þorláksson. Although
stefánsson is described as the “only mature” icelandic painter in a
note on the exhibition published in Klingen (“islandske malerkunst”
(icelandic Painting), 1920), thus stressing the importance of the dan-
ish background of his work, Klingen also has a reproduction of a doll
made by thorsteinsson, which in itself  is just handicraft, but in the
period a common artefact in a dadaist context.

stefánsson’s contributions to the Efteraarsudstilling, Klingen, and
the kleis gallery exhibition present the artist as an active participant
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in the copenhagen avant-garde. they also mark the end of his in-
volvement in the network of the avant-garde. Although stefánsson
lived in copenhagen until 1924, his association with the avant-garde
went into sharp decline following a return to iceland in the summer
of 1920, before the definitive break in 1924. Although his work was
shown in denmark on some later occasions, as well as at an exhibi-
tion of icelandic art by the german Nordische Gesellschaft (nordic
society) in 1928,1 stefánsson’s return to iceland created a consider-
able geographical and communicative distance. the return to a more
conservative artistic climate (in which ‘fauvism’, far from being re-
garded as not revolutionary enough, was in fact conceived as being
too revolutionary) paralleled stefánsson’s move away from the avant-
garde dimension of  matisse and fauvism, which also had a more
moderate or ‘classical’ dimension. stefánsson’s work from the
copenhagen period bears unmistakable witness to the fact that he
was influenced or inspired by matisse and fauvism (as well as by its
forerunner cézanne). thus he may be labelled (in contemporary
terms) a fauvist – or, in german terms: an expressionist. stefánsson’s
works were also referred to in the pages of Klingen as a prime exam-
ple of ‘expressionism’ and its rupture with the painterly tradition of
impressionism, as a text by otto gelsted from 1918 demonstrates
(see also Uttenreitter, 1936). While stefánsson may have handled
colour and depicted people and objects in a fauvist manner, he did
so without any of the wildness promoted by the movement. As a par-
ticipant in the international avant-garde network, he remained rather
on the outside, at least as seen from a french and german perspec-
tive. in this respect, stefánsson’s approach differs markedly from that
of finnur jónsson. however, on closer inspection, parallels between
their careers become apparent. 

finnur jónsson and der sturm
leaving aside his education and work as a goldsmith,2 the first port
of call in jónsson’s artistic career was also copenhagen. A student
in the art school of viggo Brandt, jónsson was trained in the natu-
ralist school of painting, his point of departure thus showing clear
similarities to stefánsson’s career. this was basically the normal ‘aca-
demic’ start for the average avant-garde career in this period, no dif-
ferent from the start of  mondriaan, malevich or schwitters.
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compared to stefánsson, jónsson’s career is noteworthy due to the
relative rapidity with which various developments superseded one
another. Born in 1892, jónsson was a decade younger than stefáns-
son. he also started in Brandt’s school in 1919, a little over a decade
later than stefánsson had started at Zahrtmann’s school. the artistic
climate in copenhagen at the end of the first World War was dif-
ferent from that of the first decade of the twentieth century. the war
had had a significant impact: connections with france were few, li-
mited and hard to maintain, due to denmark’s geographic location
on the northern side of the german empire.

As the case of Klingen indicates, france continued to provide a
programmatic orientation for nordic artists during the war. like-
wise, german influence did not disappear. Although germany, like
france, had closed its borders to the neutral countries – denmark,
the netherlands and switzerland – germany remained the easiest to
reach. the inverse was also true, as art, art dealers and exhibitions
from germany could still pass the borders, albeit with some diffi-
culty. As a result, and – it should be added – as a side-effect of her-
warth Walden’s active collaboration with the german secret service
(for whom he worked as an intelligence agent during the war), avant-
garde art with a german provenance was regularly on show in den-
mark and sweden. in other words, as a result of  the war,
communication lines to Paris were redirected to Berlin. this, how-
ever, had little impact on the art on display: Walden and his sturm
gallery had a good number of examples of french fauvism and cu-
bism in stock. Another consequence of the wartime border closures
was that transport and communication lines – most notably, those
from scandinavia – ended in denmark. As a result, copenhagen ob-
tained a special status within the nordic art community during the
war as a kind of surrogate for Paris and Berlin. the city’s (tempo-
rary) status as a vibrant avant-garde centre might explain why jóns-
son developed much more quickly in an avant-garde direction than
stefánsson. like stefánsson, jónsson entered the avant-garde in a
passive way. in 1920, he moved from Brandt’s school to that of the
danish painter olaf Rude, who had taken up cubism several years
earlier and belonged to the circle around Klingen. so, whereas ste-
fánsson had to go to Paris to draw fauvist inspiration, jónsson was
able to stay in copenhagen and learn the cubist idiom. nevertheless,
one year later he relocated to Berlin. As described above, the way to
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Berlin was opened by the war. Whereas a journey to france had be-
come more complicated, the borders to germany had become easier
to cross after the outbreak of  the war. more importantly, Berlin
(aside from its turbulent political and economic situation) offered
artists something different than Paris, which came under the grip of
dada in 1920-21. Berlin was dominated by ‘expressionism’ in the
widest sense, with der sturm providing the main point of orienta-
tion: the art scene in the city was thus far more international than
that of Paris. furthermore, as mentioned, special ties existed between
the copenhagen art scene and der sturm. during the war Walden
and his swedish wife nell Walden-Rosland were not only active in
the artistic field. Beside the art enterprise der sturm, there was also
the intelligence, news and propaganda agency der sturm, which op-
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finnur jónsson, Módel (model),
1923, 47.5×32.5 cm, ink drawing.
listasafn Íslands (national gallery
of iceland).

lothar schreyer, Die lüsterne Frau,
1922, 39.8×30 cm, colour lithogra-
phy on plane white cardboard, fig-
urine for the marionette play Birth.
Bauhaus-Archiv, Berlin.



erated notably in denmark, sweden and the netherlands as a kind
of private contractor for the german secret service. the Waldens
travelled frequently to copenhagen and sweden, partly to continue
their art business, partly to carry out their intelligence work (which
gave them considerable freedom to travel and export art, e.g. for ex-
hibitions).

in Berlin, jónsson came into contact with der sturm and took
lessons at the art school of carl hofer, an expressionist with classical
leanings akin to matisse. As such, hofer was – even by copenhagen
standards – a rather conventional ‘modern’ artist, not unlike stefáns-
son. hofer’s influence is apparent in jónsson’s work from this period.
however, it seems that hofer’s approach did not satisfy jónsson for
long. indeed, in comparison to the latest avant-garde developments
of the time, such as the abstract work of mondriaan and malevich
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or schwitters’ first merz works (the latter were shown in the sturm
gallery), hofer’s work is highly conventional. judging by the subse-
quent work he undertook in Berlin, and later dresden, jónsson was
attracted to the work of schwitters and other artists from the sturm
stable who developed in abstract, constructivist directions in the
years following the first World War. these artists, now lesser-
known, included oskar fischer, johannes molzahn, thomas Ring,
fritz stuckenberg, eduard kesting, vordemberge-gildewart, lajos
kassák and lothar schreyer. the affinities between the works of
jónsson and these artists are obvious. Although a more precise as-
sessment of  jónsson’s position in the sturm circle has still to be
made, it can be claimed with certainty that many elements in his
work appear as visual quotes from the work of these artists. 

jónsson’s decision to turn to der sturm was quite typical for a
young, foreign avant-garde minded artist new to Berlin. Although
der sturm was rapidly losing (or had already lost) its pivotal role in
germany’s artistic field, its reputation abroad remained intact and
almost all foreign artists visiting Berlin (for example from the nether-
lands, Belgium, Bulgaria et cetera – i.e. from the european cultural
provinces – but also tristan tzara and the dadaists from Paris, for
example) went to der sturm. the reason was simple: in the previous
decade, der sturm had been very active not only in the german em-
pire, but also abroad. obviously attracted by the new developments
represented both in the Sturm-journal and gallery, jónsson remained
in its inner circle. jónsson did not stay in Berlin, but went to dresden,
where oskar kokoschka, a regular contributor and a close friend of
Walden since the inception of der sturm, taught at the art academy.
dresden was also the place where the expressionist/constructivist
painter and photographer edmund kesting led an art school named
“der Weg: schule für neue kunst” (the direction: school of new
Art). jónsson’s decision to go to der Weg may have been influenced
by his contact with the icelandic composer emil thoroddsen, who
was studying at the school at this time. der Weg was very close to
der sturm; indeed, it can be seen to belong to the avant-garde net-
work surrounding der sturm, given that kesting was one of
Walden’s close associates in the 1920s. interesting here is the similar-
ity between a portrait of Walden by kesting and a painting by jóns-
son, which also resonates with other works by stuckenberg and
schwitters. from his largely passive position on the fringe of  the
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avant-garde network close to der sturm, jónsson also established
contacts with schwitters and moholy-nagy. jónsson’s work increas-
ingly developed in a constructivist direction, his constructivism re-
maining close to the artistic ideas propagated by der sturm – one
main difference from dutch and Russian constructivism being the
fact that the aesthetics of der sturm was often not geometrical or
not exclusively geometrical. it is interesting that not only does the
biographical data situate jónsson in the environs of the avant-garde
community close to der sturm, but comparison of individual works
also shows that the development of his art leads directly to this po-
sition.

it took jónsson several years to step out of his more or less pas-
sive role in the sturm community and into the role of an active par-
ticipant in the avant-garde network. According to jónsson’s own
account, or, more accurately, an amalgam of several different indi-
cations, in 1924, oskar kokoschka and kurt schwitters advised him
to present his work to Walden in Berlin (see Pálmadóttir, 1992;
Runólfsson, 1987). Upon arrival at der sturm, jónsson (still by his
own account) discovered that kandinsky happened to be present.
Both kandinsky and Walden turned out to be very enthusiastic
about his work and chose eight paintings, which were subsequently
exhibited in the sturm gallery in the summer of 1925 and afterwards
included in a touring sturm exhibition in north America. it is not
unlikely that kandinsky appreciated jónsson’s work. however,
kandinsky’s relations with Walden were quite tense in the 1920s, so
the chance that they would judge the work of another artist together
seems unlikely. And schwitters proposal to jónsson that he should
go to Berlin? it may not be unlikely that schwitters asked jónsson,
‘Why don’t you exhibit at der sturm?’, but given that Berlin was only
a few hours by train from dresden, it seems far more probable that
kesting suggested jónsson to Walden, who would then have invited
jónsson for a meeting. Walden, who was facing serious financial
problems at this time, would have been glad of ‘fresh blood’. this
was as fortunate a situation as jónsson could have imagined. 

the sturm enterprise’s great financial trouble was due to a num-
ber of  factors: the inflation; the trials of  several artists, including
kandinsky and chagall, who, as a result, were demanding payment;
lastly, Walden’s divorce from nell Walden-Roslund, who had, in fact,
been financing der sturm for some time. As part of  the divorce
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arrangements, she received the private art collection, the ‘sammlung
Walden’, which had always made up an important component in
sturm exhibitions. Walden, by this time, had also developed some-
thing of a bad reputation within the german art community. he was
suspected of financial misbehaviour and exploitation of artists re-
presented by his gallery. these suspicions were exacerbated by his
fierce, merciless and rather nefarious polemics against those whom
he regarded either as irritating competition or as opposed to his aes-
thetic programme. thus Walden turned his attention to emerging
artists interested in any exhibition opportunity; not only those from
germany, but from other countries, too, where der sturm’s reputa-
tion still endured. thus Walden needed jónsson, no less than jónsson
needed der sturm. As an emerging and relatively inexpensive artist,
jónsson probably had to pay for all exhibition costs, given that this
was Walden’s policy, even in the case of his star artist, jacoba van
heemskerck.

this much is clear: during the period in question, jónsson’s work
was listed in a commemorative der Weg catalogue, as well as in two
sturm catalogues dated july and september 1925, not as one of the
main artists of these exhibitions (who featured in the titles of the ex-
hibitions), but as part of  the so-called Gesamtschau, or ‘collective
section’, a cross-section of works currently in the gallery’s stock. this
recognition of jónsson’s work by the sturm network marks the end
of the artist’s involvement in both this network and the avant-garde
in general, although he apparently had the intention of maintaining
his activities as an avant-garde artist once he was back in iceland –
as an exhibition at café Rosenberg in Reykjavík in the winter of
1925, featuring abstract works, indicates. this not so grande finale
has obvious parallels to stefánsson’s fleeting involvement with the
copenhagen avant-garde. critical response to jónsson’s icelandic ex-
hibition was mixed. several reviews were quite positive; however
these were written by critics and artists close to jónsson in some ca-
pacity. valtýr stefánsson’s extremely negative review is notable. Ac-
cording to jónsson, the circle of icelandic artists in copenhagen to
whom the reviewer was connected had become hostile to der sturm
and its associates after their fellow icelander jón Þorleifsson’s un-
successful attempts to have his works exhibited in Walden’s gallery
(see gottskálksdóttir, 1993: 93). jónsson’s decision to stop painting
in a sturm-like, constructivist way has often been explained as a re-
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sponse to the negative reviews of the exhibition. A closer look re-
veals, however, the inadequacy of this explanation.

having apparently stopped working in his avant-garde idiom,
jónsson took up occasional work as a goldsmith before returning to
figurative painting. Although jónsson created some abstract work
in later years, his departure from the avant-garde network coincided
with the end of his exploration of avant-garde aesthetics, as had been
the case with stefánsson. An important question arises: Which came
first – the turn away from avant-garde aesthetics or the break with
the avant-garde network? An obvious explanation might be that by
returning to iceland and its ‘provincial’ art scene, jónsson – inten-
tionally or otherwise – severed his connection to the european avant-
garde network, thus excluding the possibility of sustaining an active
dialogue with like-minded artists abroad. one might argue that jóns-
son had to adapt himself  to the taste of  the province, where only
very moderate and diluted avant-garde elements resonating with the
provincial tradition of naïve painting (itself  a source of inspiration
for the figurative avant-garde) were accepted as supplements to figu-
rative work. Painting styles that diverged from these pictorial con-
ventions in a radical manner, like abstract constructivism, were thus
not an option. however, another important factor must be acknow-
ledged: in most parts of europe, the heyday of the avant-garde had
ended by the mid-1920s. Admittedly, constructivism endured, albeit
in a more institutionalised form lacking its previous revolutionary
impetus (the Bauhaus, for example, became the state-funded
Staatliches Bauhaus) and, in france and Belgium, surrealism was
only just beginning to articulate itself  clearly (Breton’s first surrealist
manifesto was published in late 1924). on the whole, however, the
majority of  avant-garde initiatives, projects and journals that had
emerged in the 1910s or early 1920s collapsed, evaporated or simply
stopped around 1925 or shortly thereafter. in the dutch context, for
example, a number of  artists continued their avant-garde activity
(e.g. mondriaan and van doesburg, still living in Paris). De Stijl
continued until 1928, albeit no longer in its initial weekly edition,
while a number of  other notable constructivist journals appeared
alongside it in the late 1920s. examples of these include the some-
what more voluminous internationale revue i10, and – in terms of
format and distribution – the smaller reviews De Driehoek, Het
Woord and The Next Call. however, most artists and writers who
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had been involved in the avant-garde in the 1910s and early 1920s
ceased to be so and returned to more conventional forms, a process
that was aptly accompanied by a turn from the abstract to the figu-
rative. the same tendency can be observed in most other european
countries. it can thus be argued that jónsson’s departure from avant-
garde aesthetics was not entirely the result of his return to the iso-
lated icelandic ‘province’. on the contrary: jónsson’s break with
(constructivist) avant-gardism was no isolated case; rather, he was
only one of many artists and writers who made the same decision.
At the centre of the constructivist avant-garde around 1925, initially
on the peripheries and later in the inner circle of der sturm, jónsson
may well have been aware of the growing doubts, changes and shifts
that would lead to the demise of so many avant-garde initiatives dur-
ing this period. this atmosphere would certainly have suggested a
need for new directions, even if  they resembled old ones. 

finnur jónsson’s exhibition in Reykjavík 1925 
and the debate surrounding der sturm
As the preceding survey of stefánsson’s and jónsson’s careers shows,
their early development took place within the context of the conti-
nental european avant-garde. from an icelandic perspective, their
early work has traditionally been seen as a rather isolated break-
through of avant-garde art in the early twentieth-century, as the con-
tribution of two young artists who absorbed the latest currents from
the continental art scene, anticipating new aesthetic paradigms which
only gained acceptance many decades later in the icelandic cultural
field. it was certainly not accidental that neither stefánsson nor jóns-
son invested much effort in positioning their early avant-garde work
within the icelandic art scene, at least not in the 1910s and 1920s. Any
attempt to do so would have been a waste of energy, as the icelandic
debate on jónsson showed, which followed the single exhibition of
his continental european avant-garde oeuvre in Reykjavík in 1925. 

jónsson’s exhibition in november 1925 generated a heated debate
among the artists of Reykjavík which affords a view of the ideologi-
cal issues at stake in the icelandic response to the avant-garde. this
debate can be seen as the manifestation of extensive hegemonial con-
flicts and reveals the sway which nationalist ideologies held over ice-
land’s cultural life in the mid 1920s. Although the critics’ views of
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jónsson’s work differed profoundly, almost all expressed a nationalist
attitude aimed at forging a healthy and powerful national culture in
compliance with the natural disposition of the icelandic people. the
press-based debate, which mainly revolved around der sturm, actu-
ally predated jónsson’s exhibition. on 22 july, valtýr stefánsson, edi-
tor of Morgunblaðið (the morning Post), published an anonymous
notice reporting jónsson’s return to his homeland after far too long
a stay in germany. the editor acknowledged jónsson’s affiliation
with der sturm, and pointed out the gallery’s notorious policy of
not accepting any work that was not in “the spirit of  modern art
movements” (Blaðagreinar (1983): 48). four days later, jónsson re-
sponded to this notice, thus opening the public debate. jónsson
stressed the international character of  der sturm, explained its
broad conception of “expressionism” in terms of “new art”, and re-
ferred to the work of “mature artists” such as chagall, kokoschka,
kandinsky, Archipenko and Picasso. the editor stefánsson re-
sponded by pointing out Walden’s dogmatism and polemical style
(which had obviously reached the northern peripheries). more in-
teresting than the debate on the nature of expressionism, however,
is valtýr stefánsson’s description of jónsson’s november exhibition.
the critic, in a somewhat ironic gesture, predicted a more positive
future career for jónsson, provided that “he doesn’t immerse himself
too deeply into the german aping of french art” (Blaðagreinar 1983:
51). these remarks, which reveal a clear alternative opinion about
the model on which the icelandic art of the future should be based,
echo debates that had shaped the cultural field in copenhagen since
the mid 1910s, when anti-german resentment and pro-french atti-
tudes were on the rise (see jelsbak 2005). stefánsson’s comment re-
garding the “german aping of french art” has striking similarities
to earlier descriptions of work by danish “expressionists” as “poor
imitations of german imitations”, to quote Andreas vinding in a
1918 article for Politiken (quoted in Aagesen 2002: 168).

the nationalist perspective articulated in valtýr stefánsson’s re-
view was given a more positive spin in Björn Björnsson’s report on
jónsson’s exhibition. Writing in Vísir, Björnsson warned against nar-
row-mindedness and pointed out the genuine nordic character of
even the abstract paintings. Whether they celebrated or dismissed
jónsson’s exhibition, all responses sprang from the nationalist per-
spective pervading the young icelandic nation state. indeed, this
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point of view was not confined to the reviews published in the two
right-wing newspapers quoted above, but also appeared in left-wing
newspapers. the most curious example is emil thoroddsen’s review,
in which the notion of ‘imitation’ also played a central role. in a rhe-
toric characteristic of the german Jugendbewegung, which thorodd-
sen had probably become familiar with during his studies in dresden,
the author praised the youthful energy of jónsson’s art, describing
it as the manifestation of a genuine germanic character: 

isn’t icelandic art for the most part a bad imitation of bad danish
painters who themselves are not very original and hasn’t art thus ar-
rived in iceland in outworn copies? i believe that those people who
have been sucking skimmed milk from the baby bottle of the artist-
clique in copenhagen, which is nurtured by an outmoded ‘formal-
ism’ and misunderstood french watchwords, don’t like the fact that
a germanic flavour appears in some of finnur jónsson’s paintings
(Blaðagreinar 1983: 50).

the path chosen by jónsson after the exhibition may reveal that he
was not as strongly drawn to the völkisch cult of  the germanic as
thoroddsen, his former fellow student at der Weg. the increasingly
chauvinistic rhetoric radiating from all sides in the debate surround-
ing jónsson’s exhibition may shed additional light on the artist’s shift
in idiom. jónsson’s insistence on the international character of der
sturm and his unwillingness to follow thoroddsen’s line may indi-
cate that jónsson did not feel at ease in an increasingly hostile cul-
tural field pervaded by the idea of  national identity and thus
consciously sought to position himself  between emerging political
extremes. indeed, jónsson’s contributions to the debate represent the
only voice not driven by nationalist rhetoric. if  the debate generated
by the Café Rosenberg exhibition was indeed instrumental in the shift
in jónsson’s career, his choice of  a different path may not only be
seen as a reaction against his critics but also as a defence against his
devotees. 
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notes

0 jónsson was writing in icelandic and german in leipzig during the 1920s.
1 the Nordische Gesellschaft exhibition also featured work by finnur jónsson,
among others. the curatorial focus was not the avant-garde; rather it treated the
works as objects of a kind of contemporary ethnographic interest, related to the
predominant völkisch (folksy?) ideology of the period (see gretor, 1928).
2 jónsson trained under, among others, Baldvin Björnsson, who was the first ice-
landic artist to make attempts at abstract painting during his stay in Berlin in the
1910s.
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